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Across
2. the doctrine in christian theology that the 

human authors and editors of the Bible were 

led or influenced by God

3. God’s way of communicating to us

4. one of the greatest theologians in the 

history of the church

10. the official teaching authority of the 

Church

13. refers to the process of passing on the 

Gospel message

14. an agreement with God

15. books of scripture are free from error 

regarding the spiritual and religious truth God 

wishes to reveal through them for the sake of 

our salvation

16. the heritage of faith contained in Sacred 

Scripture and Sacred Tradition

Down
1. the doctrine in christian theology that the 

human authors and editors of the Bible were 

led or influenced by God

5. the process by which God makes himself 

known reason through the created world

6. the collection of Christian sacred writing 

accepted by the Church as inspired by God, 

composed of the Old and New Testament

7. the Third Person of the Blessed Trinity, 

understand as the perfect love between God, 

the Father, and the Son, Jesus Christ, who 

inspires, guides, and sanctifies the life of 

believers

8. a form of biblical interpretation that goes 

beyond the literal sense to consider what the 

realities and events of Scripture signify and 

mean for salvation

9. the guidance of the holy spirit to the holy 

spirit in the development of scripture

11. the term for any sacred writing

12. the Church’s list of books of the Bible
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Spiritual sense Biblical inspiration Inerrancy Thomas Aquinas

Sacred tradition Covenant Divine revelation canon

Deposit of faith Biblical inspiration Magisterium Inspiration

bible natural revelation Holy spirit Sacred scripture


